Contents
• Spinning dinosaur (card dinosaur with plastic spinner base)
• Dino Rock game board
• Playing track (6 sections)
• 4 cave people playing pieces
• 12 dinosaur eggs (6 brown, 6 white)
• Die with colored spots

Object
To collect eggs from the Dino’s den on the Rock, without getting knocked off by the
dinosaur’s tail.

Get set

1. Place the Dino Rock in the center and connect the track pieces around the
outside, making sure that the starting brown path section matches up with the
tracks on the side of Dino Rock.
2. Place the dinosaur on the spinner in the center of the Dino Rock.
3. Position all the cave people in the path section of the brown track ready to start.
4. Place 10 eggs in the slots on Dino Rock. Put the remaining 2 eggs in the nest in
front of Dino.
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Play

1. The first player rolls the die and moves clockwise round the bottom track to the
first correct colored spot as shown on the die.
2. If a space is occupied – go to the next free space of that color.
3. Play continues around the track. When a player gets round the track once - they
continue up to the Dino Rock track.
4. If a player lands on an ‘egg’ space they immediately move up to the first free
space of the same color on the Dino Rock track. Once on Dino Rock players move
counter-clockwise around the track.
5. If a player lands on a colored space with an egg – that player collects the egg
and slots it into their playing piece base.
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Any empty slots should be filled with the eggs from the nest until they are used
up.
A player can collect two eggs on Dino Rock before returning to safety, then
starting around the base track again.
6. If you roll the dinosaur, then spin the dinosaur. His tail will knock off any playing
piece which is on a space on the green nest. Any player not on the green nest is
not knocked off. When a player is knocked off they go back to the start path on
the lower track and leave any collected eggs on Dino Rock.
7. If a player gets safely around Dino Rock to the last multi-colored egg space they
move immediately to the lower track and start around again to collect another
egg. The safely collected eggs are put in front of the player.
Try to collect brown eggs. If a player already has 2 white eggs but lands on a
brown egg, they can swap a white egg for a brown one.

Win
The player who has collected the most eggs wins the game.
If there is a tie - the player with the most brown eggs wins.
We appreciate your comments on Dinosaur Whirl. Please send your
correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
Dept: Dinosaur Whirl
121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
Our customer service department can be reached Monday through Friday
(except during holidays) from 10:00 AM EST to 4:00 PM EST at 1 800 800-0298.
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